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WILLIAMS AS A FRIEND 
The death of Professor Henry Shaler Williams brings back to 

me very vividly, the five years, 1886-1891, of association in the 
lecture rooms and laboratories at Cornell, and the many years of 
intimate friendship since. In 1886 Sigma Xi was just becoming 

organized under his oversight ; and graduate work was being con 

tinued and further developed with some promising students who 
have since richly fulfilled early anticipations. Coming to an in 

struetorship as a young man, fresh from European training, I found 
Professor Williams a kindly and sympathetic chief and a friend with 
whom association inevitably strengthened scientific ambitions and 
ideals. He possessed an exceptionally fine and idealistic mind and 

was inspired and supported in his work by a thorough-going and 

genuine search for the truth. Patient and accurate in scholarship 
and realizing the long effort required to reach enduring and well 
fortified results, his influence operated to establish the same habits 
of mind in his associates, whether junior officers or students. Of 
a sensitive, poetic and supremely religious nature, he was governed 
in his dealings with others by an almost super-active conscience; and 
so far as his honest convictions led him, he was influenced by it 
and nothing else. He was consequently considerate and sympathetic 
with his colleagues and in all matters of administration and develop 
ment which appealed to his judgment, he gave them whole-hearted 

support. He was, however, cautious and conservative in general 
attitude and if plans did not appeal to his judgment or his sense of 

right and proper expenditure, he could not bring himself to conscien 

tiously approve of them. He was inclined to grieve over misunder 

standings and to bear with infinite pain to himself things that a more 

militant and aggressive nature would have settled and dismissed. 
And yet by just so much as he might have been militant and 

aggressive, he would have sacrificed the philosophical and specula 
tive habit of mind, which led to his most valuable results in the study 
of the evolution of life on the earth ; and by just so much would we, 
his friends, have missed his great and unique charm. We have to 

take men as they are and appreciate the rare qualities, which the 

sensitive, retiring disposition possesses and offers. When it suffers 

unduly from harsh experiences, encountered in life, we may wish 
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that for its own sake, they could be less grievously taken, yet sane 

and correct understanding will show, that even slight changes would 
mar an unique, singularly attractive and well-rounded character. 
Professor Williams held his friends with unbreakable bonds of 
affection. They trusted him without question and he never caused 
a regret that the confidence had been given him. 

James F. Kemp 
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